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Abstract
Levialdl [6J introduced a parallel synchronous algorithm for counting the number of connected components in a binary image embedded
in an n X n mesh of processors that runs in time O(n). We describe a
parallel asynchronous algorithm for the same problem achieving the
same time bound.
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Introduction

The problem of counting and labeling connected components in a binary
image is a fundamental problem in image processing [l,3,9,lOl for which
nwnerous solutions on different architectures and computational models
have been developed. An architecture well-suited for operations on images
is the mesh. Mesh algorithms for problems on images can generally be

classified into local or random-access algorithms. In a local algorithm every
step consists of the processors updating registers depending on the values
of their neighboring processors. In a mndom-acceJ:J algorithm a step may

involve performing more complex operations such as sorting, broadcasting,
or a prefix computation. While local algorithms are more desirable from a
practical point of view, not all problems can be efficiently solved by a local
algorithm.
Levialdi [6] introduced a synchronous local algorithm for counting the
number of components in D(n) time. Synchronous random access mesh
algorithms for this problem, as well as the problem oflabeling the cOlUleeted
components, have been developed in [2,4,7,8J. Levialdi's local algorithm
and the random-access algorithms do not run correctly in an asynchronous
model (i.e., a model in which the processors operate at different speeds).
We describe an asynchronous local algorithm for counting the number of
components in D(n) time. Our algorithm is based on a modification of
Levialdi's algorithm.
Designing and verifying synchronous parallel algorithms is, in general,
easier than designing asynchronous parallel algorithms. At the same time,
providing a central clock for synchronization does not come for free. It is
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the exception rather than the rule, that a problem has a synchronous and
asynchronous algorithm based on the same general idea and with the same
asymptotic complexity.

2

The Problem

A mesh is an n

X

n array of points with a processor assigned to each point.

The points in the mesh are indexed from (0,0) in the upper lefthand corner
to (n -l,n -1) in the lower righthand corner. We use (r,c) to index a
point in the mesh, where r is the row number and c is the column number.
(See Figure 1.) To simplify the notation in the explanations, we refer to
a point by the single variable i. Each point has up to eight neighbors:
above, above-right, right, below-right, below, below-left, left and aboveleft. The neighbors of i = (r,c) are referred to as i ab = (r a, Cb), where

a,b E {-,+,=}, and

T+

iST +1,

T=

is

T, T_

is

T

-1, c+ is c+l, c: is c, c_

IThe row coordinates of the top and bottom border rows is -1 and n, respectively.
Similarly, the column coordinates of the top and bottom border columns is -1 and n,
respectively.
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vertex of G and two vertices i and j are adjacent in G if and only if the
corresponding points are neighbors in the mesh.
A set of points C form a (maximal) component of the input graph if:

(1) I( i) = 1 for all i E Cj (2) for all pairs of points i, if E C there is a path
of points between i and i' such that all points along the path are in C; (3)
C is maximal with respect to conditions (1) and (2). The task at hand is to

count the number of connected components in the input graph G. In one
time step each processor can communicate with each of its eight neighbors
and it can make local computations based on its values and the values of
its neighbors.

3

Review of the Synchronous Algorithm

We briefly review the synchronous algorithm for counting the number of
connected components as developed by Levialdi [6].

Our description is

different from the one given in [6] and is more conducive to explaining
our asynchronous algorithm. Associated with each processor is a variable
count( i), which is initialized to zero and is used to count the components
that disappear at point i.
Let S(i) be the 2 x 2 square of values of points with i as the upper-left
point. Let

* denote

an unspecified value which can be either 0 or 1. If

Sei) = ~ we say that i has grow potential and if Sei) = I~ I ~ Iwe
say

tha~shrink potential.

One time step consists of every processor

i determining S( i) and then determining whether or not to execute one of
the following actions.
• When S(i) has grow potential at time t - 1, the value of point i
4

becomes 1 at time t. We say that i executes the grow rule at time t.
• When S( i) has shrink potential at time t - 1, the value of point i
becomes 0 at time t. We say that i executes the shrink rule at time

t. In addition, if the value of each one of the eight neighbors of i is 0
at time t -1, processor i increments count(i) by one at time step t.
It is shown in [6J that executing the grow and shrink rules in a synR

chronollS model does not cause two components to grow together or one
component to be disconnected. Every component C moves up and to the
left. It disappears and is counted in square (Tmin,Cmin), where Tmin is the
smallest row coordinate in I to contain a point of component C and c.mn
is the smallest column coordinate to contain a point of C. At each time
step the value of max{T

+ c:

(T,C) is a point in component C at time t}

decreases by one Wltil it equals Tmin + Cmin. At this point, which occurs at
time T max +emax -rwin - Cmin + 1, component C is cOWlted and it disappears
from the mesh. All components are counted after at most 2n -1 time steps
and the total number of components is L:i~ol count( i).
It is easy to find examples for which this algorithm, when run asyn-

chronously, does not perform correctly, ie.

it may merge a number of

components into one or split one component into a number of components.

4

The Asynchronous Model

In the synchronous model of computation, it is assumed that there is a
global clock and that all processors are synchronized with respect to this
clock, i.e. all processors read the values of neighboring processors at time t-
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1 before any changes in values are made at time step t. In the asynchronou.s
model, there is no such synchronization. The processors run independently

at possibly very different speeds, and even a single processor is allowed to
run at different speeds at different times.
We design algorithms for counting the connected components in a mesh
for two versions of the asynchronous model which differ in the way the processors communicate with their neighbors. Assume that in one step of the
algorithm processor p communicates with neighbors nl, .. . ,nk, k::; 8. In
the deterministic neighbor communication model processor p completes its
communication with neighbor

nj

before initiating its communication with

ni+l· In the random neighbor communication model processor p performs

the communication is a random order. Intuitively, in the random model,
processor p does not need to remain idle until it has received values from
neighbor nj. Processor p is allowed to continue collecting information from
its other neighbors in the meantime.
Although processors do not synchronize globally, it is convenient for the
analysis to introduce a natural measure of running time called a global time
step. Global time step t starts at the first point in global time when all

processors have executed at least one step of their local algorithms since the
start of global time step i-I. Thus, the actual time for a global time step is
basically the processor cycle time for the slowest rWIning processor. Since
processors may run at different speeds and vary their speed over time, the
global behavior of the algorithm may vary widely for different executions
of the algorithm. The running time of the algorithm is the maximum over
all possible executions of the algorithm of the number of global time steps
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till completion of the algorithm.

5

The Asynchronous Algorithm

In Levialdi's algorithm, the connected components move up and to the left
until they are counted. Our algorithm is based on a simple modification of
this synchronous algorithm and it inherits the good properties of the synchronous algorithm. Each processor needs only a constant number of bits
(except for the local variable count( i) that counts the number of connected
components at point i) and the rUIllling time is still O(n). We omit the
description on how to perform the final sununation of the count variables
(it is straightforward to do this in an additional2n - 2 global time steps).
To describe how the asynchronous algorithm works, we use the concept
of a time wave. "Time waves" are

sen~

out from the upper-left corner and

move down and to the right. For purposes of talking about a time wave,
we think of each consecutive time wave sent out as being labeled by consecutively increasing positive integers, although in the actual algorithms we
don't explicitly keep track of these integer values. These time waves are
used to coordinate the order in which the grow and shrink rules are applied.
The intuitive idea is that when time wave w reaches point i, i performs the
same action as it would have in Levialdi's synchronous algorithm at time
step w. The movement of the time waves and the order of execution of the
grow and shrink rules are regulated in such a way that the asynchronous
algorithm exactly simulates the behavior of Levialdi's synchronous algorithm. Our algorithm can be viewed as a data-driven algorithm in which
the presence of data of a certain value is the signal for a processor to take
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a new action. Hence,

OUI

algorithm is a type of wavefront algorithm [5].

All points i that are not border points are initialized to start at time
wave o. The movement of time waves and the execution of processor actions
obey the following rules. If wave w is currently at i then i can only act if
wave w

+ 1 is

at i=_, i_= and i__ and if wave w is at i=t, i t = and itt.

These conditions do not apply to neighbors of i that are in the border, i.e.
i can act independently of the neighbor points in the border. Points on the

border of the mesh never act. Figure 3 shows the situation allowing i to
act. If wave w is at i and i can act, processor i reads l(i=t), l(it=) and

I( itt), perfonns a grow or shrink rule as appropriate, and then changes
the wave number at i to w + 1. Notice that in the period of time from when
i can act until the time when i changes its wave number from w to w

+ 1,

the points i=_, i_=, i__ , i=t, i t = and i t + cannot act because they do not
satisfy the criteria for acting in this period. Thus, in this critical period
when processor i reads the values of l(i=+), I(i t =) and l(i++) and possibly
changes lei), all of the neighbors of i that either affect whether lei) changes
value or are affected by the change in value of l( i) are inactive.
It can be easily verified that if these rules are maintained, then the

wave fronts move from the upper-left corner down and to the right, that
only consecutive waves have a conunon border, and that if wave w is at i
and i can act, then processor i applies exactly the same rule as in Levialdi's
synchronous algorithm at time step w

+ 1.

We now address the implementation of these rules for the two asynchronous models. One way to directly implement these rules in the deterministic neighbor communication model is to use a counter at each proces-
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sor to keep track of the wave number. This takes O(logn) extra bits per
processor. Since two

non~consecutive wave

fronts are never next to each

other, a mod 3 counter suffices. Thus we can count the number of connected
components in this asynchronous model by using only two additional bits.
As will be shown, the rWlning time (measured in global time steps) remains

D(n).
The implementation using the mod 3 counter can be turned into an
implementation for the random neighbor cOIIlInWlication model by using an
additional six bits per processor. Associate with each point i six boolean

lock variables:

L_~(i), L~_(i),

L __ (i),

L+~(i), L~+(i),

L++(i) E {D, I} and

let processor i set Lob(i) to 1 when point i ob has the correct wave number
for i to act. The lock variables are used as local memory by i to keep track
of which neighbors have the correct wave number to allow i to act. Having
a lock variable set to 1 means that, with respect to the associated neighbor,
i is allowed to go ahead and perform the next action. When all six lock

variables are set to 1, i is allowed to act. After i has acted, it changes
the values of the six lock variables to O. If i has neighbors on the border,
then the lock variables corresponding to the border points are initialized
to 1 and always remain 1. For example, if i_= is a border point, then

L_=(i) is initialized to 1 and never changes its value. We next describe an
implementation of this algorithm that does not require the mod 3 counter
and uses only the 6 boolean lock variables. We eliminate the cOWlter by
handling the lock variables as follows. The value of L ob (i) can only be
changed from 0 to 1 by the processor at i ob , whereas only the processor at

i is allowed to change these six values from 1 to
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o.

Initially, for all points

i with no neighbor in the border, L+=(i) = L=+(i) = L++(i) = 1 and

L_=(i) = L=_(i) = L_(i) = O. If i has neighbors on the border, then the
setting of the lock variables for non-border neighbors is exactly the same
as just described. For neighbors that are on the border the associated lock
variable is initialized to 1 and remains 1 throughout the algorithm.
The processor at point i continually executes the following program.

1. Processor i reads the values of L_=(i), L=_(i), L __ (i), L+=(i), L=+(i)
and L++( i) until all six values are 1. When this happens, processor i
can act and does so by executing the following steps in sequence.
2. Processor i reads I(i=+), I(i+=) and I(i++) and performs a grow or
shrink rule as appropriate. In addition, if I(i=+) = I(i+=) = I(i++) =

I(i=_) = I(i_=) = I(i __ ) = 0 and I(i) = 1 before the shrink rwe is
applied, then increment count( i) by one to count the disappearing
connected component. 2

3. Processor i sets L_=(i) = L=_(i) = L_(i) = L+=(i) = L=+(i) =

L++( i)

=

o.

(Except that the values of variables corresponding to

border points remain at 1.)
4. Processor i changes the values of L+=(i_=), L++(i__ ), L=+(i=_),

L_=(i+=), L=_(i=+), L__ (i++) all to 1. Control then returns to step
1.

2n can be verified that if these six neighbors of i have value 0 at this point in time,
then so do the other two neighbors of i.
10

to L++(i__ ), L+=(i) is linked to L_=(i+=), L=+(i) is linked to L=_(i=+)
and L++(i) is linked to L __ (i++). Because of the order of execution in
steps 3 and 4 of the program, it can be seen that at most one of each of the
variables in a linked pair can have value 1 at any point in time (except, of

course, if one of the variables is associated with a border point).
This program is to be interpreted in the "time wave" terminology as
follows. When processor i finds in 5 tep 1 that all six lock variables are set
to 1 for the (w

+ 1) -

st time, i is at time wave w and is ready to act to

make the transition to wave w

+ 1.

This statement can easily be proved

by induction on the number of times processor i finds the six lock variables

equal to 1 in step 1. When the six lock variables are 1 for the (w

+ 1) -

st

time, then the six lock variables at i=_, i_=, and i __ have been 1 exactly
w

+1

times and the six lock variables at i+=, i=+ and i++ have been 1

w exactly times. Furthermore, in the time period just before i starts to

execute step 2 until the time when i completes execution of step 2 none of
these six neighboring points are acting. This holds since each one of the six
lock variables associated with i have value 1 during this period, all of the
variables linked to these variables have value 0 during this period. Thus,
the processors i++, i=+. i+=, L_, i_= and i=_ are all stuck in step 1 of
their respective programs during this period (or finishing up step 4 to go
to step 1). Thus, among these points, i is the only proc-essor that can act
during this period.
Let diagonal d contain the points i = (r, c) with r

+c+ 1=

d, 1

:s;: d ::;

2n - 1. In the following timing analysis, one global time step is defined
to be the period of time in which every point i checks whether it can act
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and, if it can, it completes the action. In particular, one global time step of
the random neighbor conununication algorithm using the six lock variables
starts execution in step 1. Ifit finds all six lock variables set to I, it executes
steps 2, 3, and 4 within the same global time step.

Lemma 1 After point i on diagonal d has acted 2n - d times, count( i) has
itll final value, 1 :::; d :::; 2n - 1.
Proof: After i has acted 2n - d times, it has applied the same rules as
the first 2n - d steps of Levialdi's synchronous algorithm. At time 2n - d
in Levialdi's algorithm the points on diagonal d have completed counting
components and thus the lemma follows. 0

Lemma 2 After global time step t every point on diagonal d has a wave
number of at least
w ~

t-d

L-S-J +1.

Proof: The proof is by induction on the number of global time steps.
When t = 0 the claim is vacuous. Let t
hypothesis is true for all t'

< t.

2:: 1 and assume the induction

This means that at the beginning of global

time step t, for all w ;::: 1, all points on diagonals

dE {t - Sw,t - Sw + l,t- Sw+2}
are at wave at least w. Furthermore, all points on diagonal d ;::: t are at
wave at least O. We need to show that at the end to global time step t, for
all w

2:: 0, all points i on diagonal t

- 3w are at wave at least w

+ 1.

By

the induction hypothesis, at the begiIllling of global time step t the wave
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at i is at least w. If the wave at i is w + 1 or more at the beginning of time
step t then certainly the wave at i is w + 1 or more at the end of time step

t. Consider the case when the wave at i is w at the beginning of time step
t. Neighbors i_=, i=_, and i __ are on diagonals t - 3w - 1 and t - 3w - 2
and by the induction hypothesis the wave number at these neighbors is at
least w

+ 1 at the beginning

of global time step t. Because the wave at i

is w, it must be the case that the wave number at all of these neighbors
is exactly w

+ 1 at the beginning of time step t.

By similar reasoning, the

wave at neighbors i+=, i=+, and i++ is w at the beginning of time step t.
Thus, i is able to act at during global time step t and is at wave w

+ 1 by

the end of global time step t. 0
Theorem 3 After global time step 6n-5 all components have been counted.
Proof: By Lemma 1, a point on diagonal d needs to act at least 2n - d
times in order to compute count( i) correctly, 1 .$ d .$ 2n - 1. By Lenuna
2, a point on diagonal d has acted at least
t - d

L-3-J +1
times by the end of global time step t. Thus, by the end of global time step
6n - 2d - 3 a point on diagonal d has finished. The diagonal that takes
the greatest number of global times steps to finish is d = 1, resulting in the
bound of 6n - 5. 0
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